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Important Dates:

- Full Paper Submission: 16 March 2018
- Notification of Acceptance: 16 March 2018
- Camera Ready Deadline: 30 April 2018
- Registration/Payment Deadline: 30 April 2018

25-27 July 2018
Miri, Sarawak, Malaysia

Topics of interest:

- Knowledge Creation
- Knowledge Acquisition, Processing, and Management Strategy
- Data Transfer and Knowledge Sharing
- Knowledge Modeling and Virtualization
- Knowledge Management Measurement and Evaluation
- Knowledge Processing Support and Mechanisms
- Knowledge Management Theories and Practices
- Tools and Technology for Knowledge Management
- Knowledge Management through Wireless Infrastructure
- The Process of Managing Knowledge Management Project
- Knowledge Identification, Clustering and Discovery
- Knowledge Management Systems
- Knowledge Management (KM) and Event Processing (EP)
- Knowledge Semantics Processing and Ontology
- A Case Study on Knowledge Management
- Methodology in Knowledge Management
- Knowledge Workers
- Sustainable Social Innovation
- Knowledge-Based System
- Events-Based Knowledge, News and Social Media
- Prediction or Aspect-Based Semantic Analysis
- Content Management
- Business Process Reengineering and Visualization
- Performance and Operation in Knowledge Management
- The Usage of Software in Corporative Environment
- Decision Support System
- Intelligent Information System
- The Issues of Culture Variety and Cross-Culture
- Issues, Challenges and Constraints in K-Era
- K-Economy, K-Community and K-Enterprise
- E-Learning, E-Training and Executive Training
- Artificial Intelligence towards Knowledge Creation
- Software Engineering towards Knowledge Creation
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